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Abstract Mastering aerothermal fluid-structure interaction (FSI) is crucial for the
efficient and reliable design of future (reusable) launch vehicles. However, capa-
bilities in this area are still quite limited. To address this issue, a multidisciplinary
experimental and numerical study of such problems was conducted within SFB TRR
40. Our work during the last funding period was focused on studying the effects of
moderate and high thermal loads. This paper provides an overview of our experi-
ments on FSI including structural dynamics and thermal effects for configurations
in two different flow regimes. The first setup was designed to study the combined
effects of thermal and pressure loads. We investigated a range of conditions includ-
ing shock-wave/boundary-layer interaction (SWBLI) with various incident shock
angles leading to, in some cases, large flow separation with high amplitude temper-
ature dependent panel oscillations. The respective aerothermal loads were studied in
detail using a rigid reference panel. The second setup allowed us to study the effects
of severe heating leading to plastic deformation of the structure. We obtained severe
localized heating resulting in partly plastic deformations of more than 12 times the
panel thickness. Furthermore, the effects of repeated load cycles were studied.

1 Introduction

Vehicles traveling through earth’s atmosphere at supersonic and hypersonic speeds
are subjected to severe aerothermal loads from the surrounding flow field and in
many cases also from their propulsion system. Building such vehicles requires very
light weight design inevitably prone to structural deformation that can in turn alter the
flowfield and aerothermal loads, whichwe call fluid-structure interaction (FSI). Such
interactions can show awide range of non-linear and/or path dependent behavior [40,
53], making safe and efficient design a major challenge. Furthermore aerodynamic
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problems in many cases crucial for the aerothermodynamic loads like boundary
layer transition and shock-wave/boundary-layer interaction (SWBLI) are not fully
understood [38]. FSI can lead to degraded performance or structural failure [3, 47,
52, 58] and has done so from the earliest days of aviation [20] to modern launch
vehicles [15, 31].

To solve these problems,multidisciplinary fluid-structure coupled numerical tools
to predict FSI are essential for vehicle design and development, especially consid-
ering the current interest in reusable systems. But despite significant advances in
simulation methods, FSI remains a major challenge [28, 38, 52, 53].

To address this issue, a multidisciplinary experimental and numerical study of
such problems was conducted within SFB TRR 40 [23, 26, 37, 44, 45, 60].

Development and validation of coupled numerical tools depends on the avail-
ability of high quality reference experiments [39, 52, 54]. However, only very few
such studies can be found in literature. Some research was focused on preventing
panel flutter [13, 14]. Other experimental results were obtained from flight experi-
ments too complex for validation of basic methods (e.g. [29, 41]). For the purpose
of fundamental analysis and validation of numerical models, only basic geometric
configurations are suitable.

1.1 FSI and SWBLI

FSI with SWBLI is a case of particular interest because of the induced high pressure
and temperature gradients aswell as its complexity due to the combination of inherent
SWBLI dynamics [12] with structural dynamics and its relevance in engineering
application for rocket nozzles [19] and supersonic flight [38].

Early experiments were conducted by [35]. They measured pressure fluctuations
and the response of an elastic panel induced by incident SWBLI. Pressure fluctuations
and panel movements were found to be increased compared to a case that was solely
excited by a turbulent boundary layer. Other classic experiments were conducted by
[4]. They found a large increase in panel response for separated flow fields.

Recent notable contributions to the field usingmodern high speed instrumentation
weremade by [50, 51].An experimental setup similar to [35] consisting of an incident
SWBLI and an elastic panelwas used.High speed full field pressure and displacement
measurements through digital image correlation (DIC) [1, 2] were used to obtain data
for detailed analysis and validation of numerical FSI simulations. Panel response
was drastically changed in comparison to the no-shock case and, depending on the
shock position, the maximum amplitude of the panel deformation was significantly
increased. Numerical results by [21, 22] suggest that while good agreement on mean
quantities was achieved it is crucial for the prediction of the dynamics of the coupled
system to take into account the intrinsic unsteadiness of SWBLI. FSI experiments
with SWBLIwith a different focus were conducted by [5, 6]. They studied the effects
of an incident shock on cantilevered plates resembling control surfaces.
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Extensive numerical studies were conducted by [56, 57]. Variations of incident
shock configurations were investigated using Euler and RANSmethods. They found
self-sustained oscillations of the structure and showed that the dynamic pressure nec-
essary decreases with increasing shock strength. Another recent numerical study on
FSI with laminar SWBLI was done by [49]. They observed self-excited oscillations
which increased in amplitude with increase of incident shock strength.

Experiments similar to [50, 51] with a slightly different approach and focus were
conducted at DLRwithin SFB TRR 40 by [59, 60]. Like [35, 51] an incident SWBLI
interacts with an elastic panel. But unlike in the other configurations a flat plate divid-
ing the wind tunnel test section was used to obtain a new boundary layer while [35,
51] used the facility boundary layer. This approach makes construction and instru-
mentation of the elastic structure more difficult but provides more reliable boundary
conditions on the flow side for comparison to high fidelity numerical methods like
LES. Furthermore a panel clamped only at the upstream and downstream sides was
used to reduce 3D effects. Practical limits to this approach are the finite width of the
panel and of the test section. Due to the width of the shock generator the incident
shock on the panel showed strong 3D behavior. Consequently, the setupwasmodified
by using a rotatable shock generator spanning the full width of the test section to
obtain a more 2D flow field as well as undeformed initial conditions for the panel [8,
9]. Furthermore the new shock generator allows to quickly alter the incident shock
angle allowing forced excitation of the structure. These changes made it possible
to compare the obtained data both to LES flow simulations by [46] as well as cou-
pled FSI simulations [44]. Static and dynamic pressure measurements for the rigid
case showed very good agreement demonstrating both the reliability of the obtained
flow field measurements as well as of the LES. The comparison of experiment and
LES-coupled FSI simulation is the only such attempt known to the authors.

The present study extends the available data set to higher total temperatures where
combined thermal and pressure loads interact with the structure (Sect. 2).

1.2 High Temperature FSI

Despite a rich history of development and research of thermal structures including
such prominent examples as the X-15, National Aerospace Plane, Sänger, Space
Shuttle and current ventures into hypersonics only very little experimental data on
high temperature generic configurations suitable for fundamental research and vali-
dation of coupled numerical tools is available.

References [32, 48] investigated aerothermal FSI of a generic C/C-SiC structure
similar to a re-entry vehicle nose using digital image correlation (DIC) at DLR’s
L3K facility for the first time. [48] as well as [24] also conducted experiments on
heating of gaps and control surfaces in similar conditions that were compared to FSI
simulations [33, 34, 48] showing that coupled simulations are crucial for predicting
heating of complex geometries and/or areas with strong thermal gradients.
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Within SFB TRR 40, experiments with focus on thermal FSI in high enthalpy
conditions were conducted by [60, 61]. They established a data base on structural
heating for several generic rigid C/C-SiC geometries. Theses experimental results
showed good agreement with thermally coupled simulations.

References [27, 42] investigated a metallic structure using DIC and obtained sig-
nificant plastic deformation. These results were compared to coupled simulations
demonstrating the feasibility of this approach. The present study is a follow-up to
these experiments. The obtained data will serve as reference for improved thermo-
plastic coupled simulations by [37]. The overview given in this paper is based on the
full results published in [7].

Numerical work in this area was also done by [55], who investigated viscoplastic
deformation due to localized heating on hypersonic structures as well as the increase
of aerodynamic heating due to deformation of the structure [54]. Reference [30] con-
ducted coupled simulations and suggested using metallic thermal protection systems
for reusable launch vehicles.

Reference [17] conducted an interesting related study on buckling induced by
localized heating of constrained panels but without aerodynamic loads.

2 Experiments on Aerothermoelastic FSI with SWBLI

2.1 Wind Tunnel H2K

To obtain flow conditions suitable for studying a combination of pressure-driven
structural dynamics as well as thermal effects a facility is required that provides
both sufficient dynamic pressure and total temperature. The experiments were thus
conducted in the H2K wind tunnel at DLR, Cologne, a versatile blow down facility
with a free jet test section (Fig. 1) [43]. Resistance heaters are used to adjust the total
temperature. The nozzle can be exchanged to vary the Mach number. The nozzle
exit diameter is 600mm. The results presented in this paper were obtained at a Mach
number of 5.33, total temperature of 390K and a total pressure of 1250kPa resulting
in a Reynolds number of about 19.3 × 106/m.

2.2 Wind Tunnel Model and Instrumentation

Figure2 shows a Schlieren image during a wind tunnel run to clarify the wind tunnel
model configuration and basic properties of the flow field. The model is positioned
in the free jet of the H2K facility. On the bottom of the image, there is a flat plate that
carries flush mounted elastic or rigid inserts for FSI or reference experiments. On
top, there is a shock generator that can be positioned at various angles and locations
or removed entirely. The free surface area of the elastic inserts is about 300mm ×
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Fig. 1 Hypersonic blow down wind tunnel H2K at DLR Cologne

Fig. 2 Example Schlieren image

200mm (marked in white in Fig. 2). Panels of 0.3mm and 0.7mm thickness made
of stainless steel were used. The origin of the coordinate system is located at the
upstream end of the elastic section 115mm from the leading edge. Refer to [11] for
a detailed description.

The deformation of the elastic panels was measured using high speed capacitive
distance sensors [11]. To simultaneously observe the flow field, a high speed camera
was used to record Schlieren images. A new Schlieren setup was designed and built
to achieve optimal results [10]. On the rigid reference insert, various low and high
speed pressure sensors were used along with an IR camera to study heating.
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Fig. 3 Examples of measured modes (255, 435, 695Hz) of the 0.7mm panel without flow (ampli-
tudes not to scale)

2.3 Properties of the Elastic Panel

The properties of the elastic panels, which are crucial for detailed analysis and mod-
eling, were investigated using an automatic impact hammer with a force sensor and
an accelerometer as well as a laser doppler velocimeter. Exemplary results are shown
in Fig. 3.

2.4 Experimental Results

We conducted several experimental campaigns to study structural heating and static
and dynamic pressure loads on a rigid reference structure aswell as structural dynam-
ics of thin panels under various flow conditions.

Figures4a–c and 5a–c illustrate exemplary results for the 0.7mm and 0.3mmpan-
els with andwithout shock generator. They each show an instantaneous shadowgraph
image of the flow field, the recorded panel displacement measurements on three loca-
tions on the panel (at x = 75mm, 155mm, 225mm) as well as a spectrogram of the
center sensor displacement. The time series plots show that large amplitude self-
sustained oscillations were obtained in both cases and both show transient behavior
caused by the heating of the panel that eventually even stops the panel oscillation
while the wind tunnel is still running at unchanged conditions. During the experi-
ment, even a small change in surface temperature of less than 100K in the case with
SWBLI and less than 40K for the case without SWBLI (see [11]) brings about a
fundamental change in the behavior of the panel, further underlining the importance
of coupled treatment of such problems for vehicle design. This temperature range is
well within reach during a supersonic retropropulsion maneuver [16].

The spectrograms Figs. 4c and 5c show that, in addition to starting and stop-
ping significant panel oscillations, shifts in the the detected frequencies occur. The
obtained data sets are currently analyzed in detail with regards to heating of the
panel, static and dynamic pressure loads from the SWBLI and structural dynamics.
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Fig. 4 a Instantaneous shadowgraph image—0.7mm panel, 20◦ shock generator angle. b Time
series, displacement sensors—0.7mm panel, 20◦ shock generator angle. c Spectrogram, central
displacement sensor—0.7mm panel, 20◦ shock generator angle
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Fig. 5 a Instantaneous shadowgraph image—0.3mmpanel,without shock generator.bTime series,
displacement sensors—0.3mmpanel, without shock generator. c Spectrogram, central displacement
sensor—0.3mm panel, without shock generator
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The comparison of the high-speed shadowgraph recordings to the observed panel
movements will be of particular interest.

This study provides an important and novel data set with regards to the setup
of coupled simulations as well as design of future experiments. To the authors’
knowledge, the only other studies where thermal effects were considered for a similar
configuration were done by [52], but at lower Mach numbers complementing the
present results.

3 Experiments on High Temperature FSI with Plastic
Deformation

3.1 Arc-Heated Wind Tunnel L3K

The arc-heatedwind tunnel L3K at DLR, Cologne (Fig. 6) [25] was used to obtain the
aerothermal loads required for significant plastic deformation. This facility provides
a hypersonic free jet at total temperatures between 4000 and 7000K. The experiments
were conducted at 20◦ angle of attack at the flow conditions shown in Table 1.

Fig. 6 Arc-heated wind tunnel L3K at DLR, Cologne

Table 1 Computed flow conditions

Flow parameters Flow composition

Variable Value Species Mass Fraction

Ma∞ 7.7 N2 0.755

p∞ 50.3 Pa O2 0.021

T∞ 477K NO 0.022

v∞ 3756m/s N < 0.0001

O 0.202
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Fig. 7 Wind tunnel model (Unprocessed infrared image, Reference sensor positions and DIC
marking)

3.2 Wind Tunnel Model and Instrumentation

Figure7 shows an infrared image during a wind tunnel run to clarify the wind tunnel
model configuration. The model is positioned in the free jet of the L3K facility. It
consists of a cooled nose (left) and support structure (underneath) that holds a thick
frame in which the test panels (200 × 200mm of 1mm or 2mm thickness, made
of Incoloy 800 H) were mounted. The basic concept is that the thin panel with low
thermal capacity heats up quickly and buckles against the thick frame of high thermal
capacity that remains much colder. Thus in Fig. 7 the cold frame and warm panel can
be seen clearly. Refer to [7] for a full description.

During the experiments, time resolved full field surface temperature and dis-
placement measurements were conducted using an IR camera and DIC (Fig. 7) [7].
For both deformation and temperature, additional independent measurements were
conducted using laser triangulation sensors and pyrometers.

3.3 Experimental Results

We conducted several experimental campaigns to obtain data on high temperature
FSI including plastic deformation of the structure. An example of the results obtained
is given in Figs. 8, 9a, b. Refer to [7] for a full description of the experiments.1

Figure8 shows the deformation of a 1mm panel during one experiment (sensor
positions see Fig. 7). At 0 s the model reached its position in the wind tunnel jet. The
panel quickly buckled into the flow field with declining rate of change until reaching
an equilibrium state. The jet was shut down at 120s. Then the cool-down of the
structure was observed in vacuum conditions.

Figure9a, b show the surface deformation and temperature of this panel after
a 120s wind tunnel run just before jet shut-down. Maximum deformation occurs
upstream of the panel center unlike for a panel under uniform temperature load.

1The data shown is referred to as Run 5 in [7].
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Fig. 8 Comparison of DIC
and laser displacement
measurements
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Correspondingly, the maximum temperature is reached upstream of the center in
the area where the panel buckles into the flow causing a local increase in heating
of the structure underlining the need for fluid-structure coupled treatment of such
problems.

This time-resolved full field temperature and deformation data set is well suited
for comparison to numerical simulations. The data was validated by additional mea-
surements with independent instrumentation, e.g. external DIC and internal laser tri-
angulation sensors (Fig. 8). Large plastic deformation of the structures was obtained,
clearly showing a significant effect of the deformation on the temperature field. Fur-
thermore the panels were subjected to repeated load cycles. For the comparison of
the experiments to numerical simulations conducted within SFB TRR 40 see [36].
For results on the use of thermal barrier coating see [18].

4 Conclusion

We conducted experimental FSI studies on thermally transient self-sustained oscil-
lations/flutter with and without incident shock as well as plastic buckling of panels
in hypersonic flow.

The former is the only experimental study to date to consider FSI with SWBLI
for a panel configuration in hypersonic flow providing insight into the influence of
the panel temperature and SWBLI on structural dynamics. Only few studies at lower
Mach numbers were previously available in the literature, in most cases without
investigation of thermal effects. The results suggest that both a temperature depen-
dent onset and ending of high amplitude oscillations occurred in several cases. This
novel data set will be analyzed in detail especially with regards to the thermal and
pressure effects of the SWBLI on the panel dynamics. The analysis of the high
speed shadowgraph recordings will be valuable with regards to the dynamics of the
SWBLI. These experiments provide an excellent starting point for further studies on
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a

b

Fig. 9 a Deformation contour of a 1mm panel after 120s. b Temperature distribution of a 1mm
panel after 120s
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an extended range of flow conditions and structural configurations. FSI with tran-
sitional SWBLI with its effect on heating might be a point of particular interest.
Full field measurement techniques such as high speed DIC and PIV could provide a
challenging but promising addition to the present instrumentation setup.

The latter study on FSI in high enthalpy conditions including plastic deforma-
tion provided validated time-resolved full field measurements of both temperature
and deformation fields, as well as insights into dynamic effects and repeated loads
cycles. This data is used for validation of the multidisciplinary coupled simulations
conducted with our cooperation partners within SFB TRR 40 [36]. Furthermore, this
configuration was used as a test case for the application of thermal barrier coating
developed in SFB TRR 40 [18].

These results contribute to the development of future (reusable) launch vehicles
and supersonic aircraft by improving general understanding of multidisciplinary FSI
problems as well as by providing validation data for tools needed to efficiently and
safely design such vehicles.
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